CAR POLISH + SEAL
Protective Coating for Cars

Nanoman Car Polish + Seal has been specifically engineered with
nanotechnology ceramic particles (SiO2) designed for the harsh conditions
motor vehicle paint has to endure. Its anti-stick properties and easy-to-clean
effect means your car will say cleaner for longer. Cleaning will now be a
breeze without the need for costly chemical cleaners and
shampoos.

Nanoman Car Polish + Seal forms an invisible coating which

effectively repels liquids and particles of contamination such as dirt, grease
and oil, brake dust and other materials that would otherwise adhere to the
substrate surfaces. It does not harm or effect surrounding non-metal surfaces.
It should be used in conjunction with the full range of the Nanoman
automotive products to provide complete protection for your car.
Nanoman Car Polish + Seal is easy to apply and durable, giving your car 12 to
18 months protection after just a single application.

FEATURES and BENEFITS
Long lasting protective coating that provides a high gloss finish.
UV and abrasion resistant.
Protects paint from bird droppings, acid rain, road salt and bug residue.
Strong water repellancy and non stick properties.
Excellent easy-to-clean effect.
Easy to apply, single coat application.
Eliminates the need for chemical cleaners.
Suitable for caravans, campervans and motorbikes.

KEY FACTS
Available in 100ml kit set, 250ml and larger trade sizes.
100ml kit includes applicator pad, 2 microfibre cloths and 100ml Car Polish
+ Seal.
A small amount goes a long way. A hood requires no more than 8-10
drops. Expect to use about 50-80ml per medium sized car.

NANOTECH PRODUCTS
U8, 50-54 HOWLEYS ROAD, NOTTING HILL, VICTORIA
PH: 1300 696 266

WHY NANOMAN
Nanotech Products specialises in the development, manufacture and supply of innovative
nano based coatings. Through our Nanoman brand, we offer the most comprehensive range
of nanotechnology enabled surface coatings currently available in Australia and globally.

Nanoman products are all eco-friendly, easy to use and designed to provide maximum
protection from liquids, environmental pollution and weathering.
Nanoman coatings provide surface protection for a variety of materials including glass, solar
panels, stone, concrete, wood, metal, textiles, tile, stucco, block walls, motor vehicles, boats
and equipment. Nanoman products reduce the need for the use of cleaning chemicals
which are detrimental to the environment making the use our products a better choice for
the planet.

Complete Protection
Protection for your car, inside and out

PRIOR TO USING ANY NANOMAN PRODUCT ALWAYS CONSULT THE RELEVANT TECHNICAL DATA SHEET FOR FULL DETAILS OF PRODUCT APPLICATION,
USAGE AND DIRECTIONS.

SAFETY DATA SHEETS SHOULD ALSO BE REVIEWED PRIOR TO USAGE

